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Self-sustained processes in the logarithmic layer of turbulent channel flows
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It has recently been shown that large-scale and very-large-scale motions can self-sustain in
turbulent channel flows even in the absence of input from motions at smaller scales. Here we show
that also motions at intermediate scales, mainly located in the logarithmic layer, survive when
motions at smaller scales are artificially quenched. These elementary self-sustained motions
involve the bursting and regeneration of sinuous streaks. This is a further indication that a full
range of autonomous self-sustained processes exists in turbulent channel flows with scales ranging
C 2011
from those of the buffer layer streaks to those of the large scale motions in the outer layer. V
American Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3599157]

The mechanisms by which turbulent kinetic energy is
produced and transferred among different scales of motion is
not yet completely understood in turbulent wall-bounded
shear flows. A noteworthy feature of these flows is the ubiquity of streaky motions with typical spanwise scales ranging
1,2
to kz  2h for largefrom kþ
z  100 in the buffer layer
scale motions in turbulent channel flows.3,4 Important progress has been realized in the early 1990s using the “minimal
flow unit” approach where direct numerical simulations are
performed in periodic domains of small streamwise (Lx) and
spanwise (Lz) size, therefore avoiding motions at scales
larger than the domain size. Using this approach it was
shown5 that buffer layer streaks can self-sustain even when
motions at larger scale are inhibited, and that their existence
therefore relies on an autonomous process. The autonomous
nature of the buffer layer cycle and the fact that at low or
moderate Reynolds numbers most of the kinetic energy is
produced in the buffer layer have promoted the view that the
motions at large scales are formed from the aggregation of
structures of smaller scale.6–9 In a recent study10 we have
challenged this view by demonstrating that, in a turbulent
channel flow, motions at the largest scales survive even
when all motions at smaller scales are artificially quenched
by using an artificially over-damped large eddy simulation.
It was also shown that the self-sustained process at large
scale (kz  1.5h) bears many similarities with the one in the
buffer layer in particular with the respect to the central role
of the lift-up effect in the amplification of the streaks,11–13
their secondary instability14 and their breakdown. However,
differently from the buffer layer process, the large scale selfsustained process includes the effect of the dissipation
induced by smaller scales.
Recently the minimal flow unit approach, previously
used to analyze the buffer layer structures, has been
extended15 to larger domains of spanwise size Lþ
z > 300.
In these intermediate flow units the mean flow profile is reala)
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þ
istic up to a given distance yþ
d  0:3Lz from the wall. Contrary to the minimal flow unit, intermediate flow units allow
for self-sustained motions of scale smaller than the flow unit
extension. The scope of the present investigation is to understand if in the intermediate flow units the motions at the scale
of the flow unit (Lz and Lx) are self-sustained or if they are
indirectly forced by self-sustained motions at smaller scales.
To answer this question we apply the approach already used
to isolate the self-sustained process at large scale10 to these
intermediate flow units with Lþ
z ranging from 400 to
2000. We anticipate that, at each selected scale, the largest
allowed structures self-sustain without input from smaller
scales, consistently with previous results16 that have shown
that replacing the buffer layer with a model of rough wall
has almost no influence on the motions sufficiently above the
buffer layer.
As in Ref. 10, small scale active motions are gradually
quenched using large eddy simulations (LES) with artificially increased damping. In LES the effect of small scale
motions not resolved by the grid is taken into account by the
residual stress tensor that is modeled with an eddy viscosity
sij  skk dij =3 ¼ 2T Sij , where Sij is the symmetric part of
the resolved velocity gradient. We use the “static” Smagorin 2 S, where
sky model17 for the eddy viscosity T ¼ DðCS DÞ
1=2


S ¼ ð2Sij Sij Þ is a measure of the local shear and D ¼ 1 –
e(yþ=Aþ)3 is a damping function used to enforce physical
 can be interpreted
behavior near the wall. The product ðCS DÞ
18
as the local mixing length, where CS is the Smagorinsky
 is the LES filtering scale (related to grid
constant and D
size). The “static” Smagorinsky model is used because,
unlike the better performing dynamic models,19 it inhibits
any backward spectral energy transfer from the smaller
to the larger scales, which is of crucial relevance in our
approach. In principle, to remove small-scale active motions
from the flow, one could increase the grid spacing. Following this approach, however, if all the intermediate scales are
to be removed, the largest scale motions would be poorly
resolved by the too coarse grid. We follow another
approach:10 the grid is kept fixed at reasonable resolution
and the effective mixing length is increased by increasing
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the Smagorinsky constant above the nominal value
CS ¼ 0.05 that provides the best a posteriori accuracy.20 The
spatial scales and characteristics of the largest surviving
motions found using this approach have been shown to be
extremely similar to those of the “natural” large-scale
motions.10 It was also verified,10 that those results were not
sensitive to a change in the specific form of the artificial
extra-dissipation.
The simulations have been performed with the diablo
code21 based on the fractional-step method with semiimplicit integration in time and a mixed finite-difference and
Fourier discretization in space. The solutions are assumed
periodic in the streamwise and spanwise directions with fundamental wavelengths given by the size Lx and Lz of the
simulated domains. Several domains have been considered
and are listed in Table I. Constant mass flux is enforced
during the simulations with constant Reynolds number
Rem ¼ Um2h=
Ð h Ð L based on the bulk velocity Um
¼ ð1=2hLz Þ h 0 z u dy dz, the kinematic viscosity , and the
channel height 2h. The grid spacing is uniform in the streamwise and spanwise directions while grid-stretching is used
in the wall normal direction.21 The grid spacing is kept constant for the different domain sizes with Dx=h ¼ 0.098,
Dz=h ¼ 0.047, and Ny ¼ 81 points in the wall-normal direction for the cases at Rem ¼ 38133 and Dx=h ¼ 0.049,
Dz=h ¼ 0.023, Ny ¼ 129 at Rem ¼ 73333. Typically, in the
wall-normal direction the first grid point is below yþ  2 and
the maximum spacing is less than Dþ
y  70 at the channel
center.
A set of simulations at the reference value CS ¼ 0.05 of
the Smagorinsky constant is performed to validate the LES
results against direct numerical simulation (DNS) at
Rem ¼ 38133. We have first verified (see Fig. 1) that in a relatively large box (Box0 with Lz ¼ 1.5h, Lx ¼ 3.14h) the mean
flow profile and the velocity fluctuations (not shown) of our
simulations agree with the ones22 computed by DNS in the
same box at the same Reynolds number (Res ¼ 957 in the
LES and Res ¼ 934 in the DNS). Then, smaller computational domains (see Table I) with, respectively, Lþ
z  900
(Box1), 700 (Box2), and 400 (Box3), and Lx=Lz ¼ 2.09 are
considered to exclude the largest motions while still including typical log-layer structures in the box in the spirit of Ref.
15. As reported in Fig. 1, in the intermediate flow units the
mean flow remains accurate near the wall in a region extendþ
ing up to yþ
d  0:3Lz (not shown) just as previously found in
15
DNS. The largest structures found in the intermediate flow
units consist in a single low-speed streak and a milder high
speed streak both sinuously bent with a single wavelength in
the domain (see panel a in Fig. 2 for the Box1 flow unit),
again in accordance with DNS results.15 These structures
undergo sinuous oscillations interleaved with bursting epi-

FIG. 1. Comparison of the mean flow profile Uþ(yþ) of the reference LES
simulation (CS ¼ 0.05, Res ¼ 957, —) in the large unit Box0 with the DNS
data of del Álamo et al. (Ref. 22) (Res ¼ 934, – – –) and with reference simulations (same CS ¼ 0.05, same Rem) in the smaller domains Box1
(Lzþ ¼ 693, – - - – - - –), Box2 (Lzþ ¼ 693, – - – - –), and Box3 (Lzþ ¼ 423, - - -).

TABLE I. Size of the different considered computational domains (“flow
units”).
Case

Box0

Box1

Box2

Box3

Box4

Lz=h
Lx=h

1.50
3.14

1.00
2.09

0.75
1.57

0.50
1.05

0.38
0.79

FIG. 2. (Color online) Instantaneous streamwise velocity fluctuation
(uþ ¼ 2.5 iso-surface) in the Box1 flow unit for Rem ¼ 38 133 for, respectively, (a) the reference simulation (CS ¼ 0.05) and (b) the artificially overdamped simulation (CS ¼ 0.25).
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þ
sodes. The usual peaks at kþ
z  100 and kx  1000, corresponding to the buffer-layer self-sustained process, are found
in the premultiplied spectra kzEuu and kxEuu of the streamwise velocity in all the considered flow units (see panels a
and c in Fig. 3 for the Box1 flow unit). Above yþ  50 the
most energetic scales correspond to the size of the box
þ
þ
þ
kþ
z ¼ Lz and kx ¼ Lx .
To verify if the largest scale motions in the intermediate
flow units are, or not, sustained by motions at smaller scales,
the simulations are repeated using values of the Smagorinsky
constant CS larger than the reference value. The Reynolds
number is kept constant at Rem ¼ 38 333. The friction Reynolds number is not strongly affected by the increase in CS;
for instance, for the flow unit Box1, where Res ¼ 934 at the
reference value CS ¼ 0.05, it is found Res ¼ 892 for CS ¼ 0.1
and Res ¼ 1128 for CS ¼ 0.25. The smallest-scale structures
are the first quenched when CS is increased above its referþ
ence value. The buffer-layer peaks kþ
z  100, kx  1000
appearing in the premultiplied spectra of the streamwise velocity (see panels a and c of Fig. 3) have disappeared for
CS ¼ 0.1 in the Box1 flow unit (not shown). Motions at scales
intermediate between the buffer layer peak and the box size
are still active for CS ¼ 0.1 but are quenched for CS ¼ 0.25,
with the only surviving motions being the ones with the flow
þ
þ
þ
unit size kþ
z ¼ Lz ¼ 1128, kx ¼ Lx ¼ 2362, as reported in
Figs. 3(b) and 3(d). The same phenomenology is observed in
the premultiplied spectra of the spanwise and wall-normal
velocity components. The structure of these surviving
þ
motions at the Lþ
z  Lx scale, reported in Fig. 2(b), is similar
to the one observed in the reference simulation (panel a of
Fig. 2), except for the absence of small scale structures.
When CS is further increased, a critical value is attained
þ
where also these motions at Lþ
z  Lx scale are quenched. As
a general rule, the value of the critical CS increases with the
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dimension of the flow unit and tends to a constant for flow
units larger than Box0. In the regime just below the critical
CS, the largest allowed scale motions are quenched also if
þ
the ratio Lþ
x =Lz is reduced below 2 at constant CS. On the
þ
other hand, increasing the Lþ
x =Lz ratio above 2.5 leads to a
richer dynamics with additional peaks at even larger scales.
þ
The ratio Lþ
x =Lz ¼ 2:09, considered in the present study,
therefore corresponds to the simplest dynamics at the chosen
Lþ
z scale. Essentially the same results are obtained at
Rem ¼ 73 333.
A virtually identical scenario, except for a shift in the
precise observed CS values, is observed for the other
intermediate flow units at the same Reynolds number
Rem ¼ 38 133, corresponding to Lþ
z ¼ 2021 (Box0 at
¼
786
(Box2
at
C
¼
0.2),
and Lþ
Cs ¼ 0.4), Lþ
s
z
z ¼ 436 (Box3
þ
þ
at at Cs ¼ 0.1), all with Lx ¼ 2:09Lz . Just below the critical
CS the surviving structures at the flow unit scale preserve an
approximately similar structure across all the considered intermediate flow units in the region yþ < 0:3Lþ
z where the
mean flow profile remains accurate. Geometrical similarity
(in the mean) of these largest scale surviving motions can be
expected in the case of scales intermediate between the
buffer layer and the outer ones ðLþ
z > 400; Lz =h < 1Þ.
Such a similarity would imply that the average characteristic
lengths of the motion are proportional to Lþ
z , which is the
only characteristic length of the flow unit as the ratio Lx=Lz
is kept fixed. We verify if this is the case by analyzing how
the yþ
max wall-normal location of the peak in the root-meansquare profiles of the streamwise and wall-normal fluctuation
velocity components urms(yþ), vrms(yþ). The results are
reported in Fig. 4, where it can be seen that yþ
max depends linexcept
for
the
largest
flow
unit
(Box0, not
early on Lþ
z
shown) for which Lz=h > 1. The rms profiles are approximately geometrically similar (not shown) for yþ < 0:35Lþ
z .

FIG. 3. Spanwise premultiplied power spectrum
kzEuu(kz) [(a) and (b)] and streamwise premultiplied
power spectrum kxEuu(kx) [(c) and (d)] computed in
Box1 at Rem ¼ 38 333 for the same cases as in Fig. 2:
(a) and (c) reference simulation with CS ¼ 0.05; (b) and
(d) over-damped simulation with CS ¼ 0.25.
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theory describing wall-bounded turbulent shear flows. Active
research is currently pointing in this direction.
We gratefully acknowledge the use of the diablo code
mainly developed by T. R. Bewley and J. Taylor.
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þ
FIG. 4. Dependence on Lþ
z of the peak ymax of the rms profiles of the
streamwise [urms(yþ), squares] and wall-normal [vrms(yþ), triangles] fluctuation velocity components. The data correspond to the nearly-marginal overdamped simulations in the flow units listed in Table I for Rem ¼ 38 133
(filled symbols, flow units Box1, Box2, Box3) and Rem ¼ 73 333 (empty
symbols, Box2, Box3, Box4). The linear best fit to the data are also
reported.

The wall-normal location of the peak in the spanwise and
streamwise premultiplied spectra (panels b and d of Fig. 3
for the Box1 flow unit) also depends linearly on Lþ
z .
We have also verified that a change in Reynolds number
does not affect these results. Simulations at the higher
Rem ¼ 73 333 have been performed in the flow units Box2
þ
(Lþ
z ¼ 1697 for Cs ¼ 0.4), Box3 (Lz ¼ 918 for Cs ¼ 0.3), and
þ
Box4 (Lz ¼ 608 for Cs ¼ 0.2). For all these additional cases,
þ
all the yþ
max ðLz Þ data points fall on the same linear fits found
at the lower Reynolds number, as can be seen in Fig. 4
(empty symbols).
These results confirm and extend the ones recently
obtained by Flores and Jiménez.15 We confirm that turbulence is self-sustained in a full range of intermediate flow
units with size of the order of logarithmic layer structures.
We have further demonstrated that the largest motions in
these flow units, with scale equal to the flow unit size Lþ
z and
,
can
sustain
even
in
the
absence
of
active
motions
of
Lþ
x
smaller scale where, however, the associated dissipation is
still taken into account. A full range of single-scale elementary self-sustained active processes therefore exists with
scales ranging from the one of the buffer layer cycle5
10
kþ
kz  1:5h. At least up to
z  100 to the largest scales
þ
yþ  0:3Lz , these motions have, at first order, geometrically
similar characteristic at intermediate scales which is compatible with the classical concept of attached eddies.23 The
main mechanism by which these motions self-sustain is
probably a coherent lift-up effect where coherent streamwise
streaks are efficiently amplified from coherent streamwise
vortices11–13 that are regenerated by the breakdown of the
streaks.14 These self-sustained processes can probably be
included as elementary fundamental bricks in a structural
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